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Editorial 
The article below relates my main activity in the 9½ weeks that followed 
the implementation of the lockdown at midnight on the 26th March.  
The North Star Railway  
It’s an ill wind as the expression goes. In my case lockdown time was 
productive. Firstly, I had the privilege of meeting that famous Indian 
celebrity, Soshal Distan Singh. Secondly, a tool given to by my late 
mother in law was unearthed and the result was the North Star Railway 
made considerable progress. The tool concerned is one I recommend 
everyone should acquire, namely a round tuit (refer photograph below). 
This is the story of what was added during lockdown to the railway in the 
garden with the assistance of my round tuit.  
The North Star Railway is modelled as a preservation operation 
concentrating on narrow gauge (2’) South African locos and rolling stock 
and North American geared locos with some Welsh slate quarry items 
thrown in. At this stage, the line comprises a simple dual gauge ground 
level loop that encircles our house, simple in the sense at the moment 
there are no points/switches on the line and hence no sidings. 
Some layout builders like to plan things to the nth degree. My approach 
is different. While I had a vision of what I wanted, as building progressed 
there was quite a high level of make it up as you go along. 
The general principles involved in the planning and building were firstly, 
in terms of materials, use what you have, something we adopted with 
good effect with respect to the construction of the HO Highway Model 
Railway layout (NSC Volume 8 no 4).  

mailto:northstarrailway@gmail.com
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A Round Tuit 
Secondly, the wishes of my keen gardener wife had to be respected. 
Thirdly, while within reasonable bounds the aesthetics of the final result 
were important, the primary objective was to provide a permanent 
platform for running and later, once points have been installed, operating 
trains, to supersede the ‘temporary' facility provided by Umkhulu 
Modules (refer NSC Volumes 1 no 8 and 2 no 7). 
Why dual gauge? The answer is the roster of motive power acquired 
over the years, namely Gauge 1 Aster and Bachmann G scale running 
on 45mm track and a number of 16mm narrow gauge locos and 
associated rolling stock running on 32mm track. 
And why not a raised track, particularly given the fact my age profile 
meant I was at the margin of not so much getting down to ground level 
but being able to get back up again?! The answer is what was in the 
garden already and aesthetics. As can be seen in the photos below, 
along the driveway and facing the garages there are high face brick 
retaining walls. To soften the appearance of those, at the edge of the 
parking area there was a shallow bed of mainly indigenous vegetation. 
This in turn was bordered by one course of paving bricks above the 
paving crying out to have a railway line use it as a base (at least I 
thought so).  
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Prior to extension of garden border adjacent to parking area 
The first step was to extend the length of the border and as a 
consequence to increase the area of indigenous garden - the section on 
the right in the photograph below refers. This was the rationale that 
enabled the proposal to receive planning permission. Track laying on 
this section commenced some 5 years ago. 

 
Brick border and garden area extended - prior to track laying 
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Unfortunately, a major mistake was made. An attempt to secure the 
sleepers to the brick base using hot glue was a bit of a disaster. High 
temperatures and more particularly moisture resulted in the track 
separating from its brick base.  Next, track laying was interrupted and 
damage incurred to the already laid section as a result of building 
alterations. Development then went into hibernation as resources were 
devoted to completing the first stage of the Highway Model Railway Club 
layout. Given the ages of members and lockdown circumstances, at the 
beginning of April it appeared that the club was unlikely to meet again in 
the foreseeable future. This created an opportunity to recommence work 
on the layout in the garden.  
The building alterations had included the laying of a paved area along 
the southern side of the house – Glen Tilt, between the twin peaks of 
Ben Dover and the stiff climb of Ben Doon. This is where the main yard 
of the line – Neal Doon will be located once dual gauge points are built.  
Travelling west and then north from Glen Tilt, the aforementioned paving 
also included an extensive area outside the back door – Eileen Doon – 
which provided an extension to the base for track laying.   Then starting 
at the bottom of the climb up Clydesdale Bank and using paving bricks 
which had become available from the aforementioned increase in the 
size of the garden at the front, two courses of bricks were laid. The first 
was directly on to the clay soil and the second was cemented on top of 
that. We don’t suffer from frost heave in this part of the world. We have 
mole heave instead. 
From the top of Clydesdale Bank at Cairn O Mount there is a gentle 
decline to the Baker Bridge, built of steel by the late Don Baker.  After 
crossing that it is on to Thistle Dhu (trackage rights had already been 
obtained to Ochitildhu by Fraser Neilsen – see Summer 2019 G Scale 
Journal) where there will be a passing loop. Then the track reaches 
Promontory (you will never guess why it is called that!) and the Fifth 
bridge (LGB part no 50610). 
The base of the track between Thistle Dhu and just beyond the Fifth 
Bridge makes use of cement cobble stones which became available 
following their replacement with bricks and so they were pressed or 
should I say cemented into service. 
Excess slabs from the repaving of the yard were used to build the Giva 
Dam wall across the reservoir of Moorale.  
After crossing that, the Lang Stracht leads to the Esses. At the end of 
that section is the easterly entrance to Glen Tilt and Neal Doon.  
The result has been that some 129 yards of the total length of the line, 
139 yards (yards are used because each rail length is 1 yard), have 
been built using recycled material. Only 10 yards of the track base have 
had to be bought. Needless to say, the cost saving has been significant 
(never throw anything away!) 
Track is now secured to the bricks using Sikaflex 11 FC+, a 
polyurethane based flexible adhesive/sealant and this has been 
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successful. To cater for heat induced rail expansion (the summer/winter 
temperature range in Kloof is approximately 30 degrees but we never 
experience frost) small gaps have been left between rail joints and no 
track movement has been experienced. The Sikaflex also fulfils another 
function – smoothing out imperfections, of which there are many, in the 
track base. Ideally and a bit more difficult for those resident in the 
Northern Hemisphere, the Sikaflex should be applied on a hot day when 
the material flows better. Application is also facilitated if the mouth of the 
output plastic nozzle screwed to the container is increased in size 
slightly. 
Reading the literature on the subject there is a variety of different 
techniques when it comes to laying track in the garden. Some use 
clamps to keep the track from separating and some use ballast to keep 
the track pinned down but Sikaflex has worked for me. There are no 
immediate plans to ballast the track but given the right circumstances the 
round tuit can be applied to that task as well. 
The way the track has been dual gauged (drilling holes in the sleepers 
and inserting Tenmille chairs before sliding in the third rail) was covered 
in NSC Volume 2 no 10.  
Mention has been made in previous NSCs  that there is a common 
misconception to the effect code 200 rail will not accommodate LGB and 
Bachmann locos. That is not my experience. My G scale locos run 
happily on code 200 track. There is also a number of advantages with 
respect to that track in relation to the more common in South Africa 
anyway, code 332 (LGB track). Firstly code 200 looks better – more 
prototypical; secondly a rail bender is not required; thirdly and most 
importantly given the state of the economy and the appalling level of the 
Rand, code 200 is considerably cheaper than code 332 especially in 
relation to points/switches where kits can be bought from Tenmille for 
example (www.tenmille.com) to build perfectly acceptable points. 
Anyone who wants to become involved in the larger scales in order to 
run steam or battery powered locos is advised to look around for second 
hand code 200 brass bullhead rail and use Tenmille sleepers to build 
track. The qualification about steam or battery power is an important 
one. The use of brass rail rather than stainless steel or nickel silver, 
does create a problem if track power is being used, namely oxidation 
prevents good conductivity between the rails and loco. The track on the 
NSR that has been attached to brick for 5 years was severely tarnished 
so multiple lengthy visits to Neal Doon were required. That is 
understandable but the oxidisation process with respect to brass is rapid. 
Within a couple of days, rail polished to a shine will oxidise to such an 
extent that if it is not cleaned again track powered locos will not run. So 
my strong advice if you are going to run LGB locos is not to use brass 
rail but rather nickel silver instead. Of course nickel silver rail will also 
tarnish but nothing like as seriously as brass. 

http://www.tenmille.com/
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My preferred manual rail cleaning tool is the Roco rubber track cleaner 
block - part no 625-10002. This is expensive and not freely available in 
South Africa, besides which it has a major drawback in the form of 
creating severe back strain when a ground level track is involved (why 
on earth did I sell my LGB track cleaning loco?) Accordingly, my 
intention is to acquire a Fraser Neilson patent track cleaner. Fraser uses 
plasterer’s wire mesh for rubbing down plasterboard attached to a swivel 
head and pole (refer NSC Vol 6 no 6). 
Each length of the 139 yard North Star Railway circuit uses 36 sleepers 
so 139x36 = over 5000 sleepers have had to be drilled and the spigots of 
5000 chairs have had to be pushed into the holes to accommodate the 
third rail. Who said “model railroading is fun”? 
While the intention is to run mainly steam and battery locos on the NSR, 
provision has been made for electrical power too with respect to the 
45mm track so that LGB motive power can be run. 
Leads were soldered to the bottom of the rail joiners (all 278 of them!) 
with the original intention of attaching them to an electrical bus which 
would run around the house adjacent to the track. Voltage 
measurements suggested this was not necessary so plan B is to install a 
distribution point in the roof of the house which will radiate down to the 
track in four directions. 
The ends of the 45mm gauge rails have been coated with conductive 
lubricant – I used part no #R50002 from USA Trains - before the rail 
joiners were slipped on. This has largely obviated the need for a bus. 
With respect to electrical power all locos are fitted with decoders. The 
controllers are LGB (MTS), a mixture of 55015/16 which are wired and 
55055/55015 which is a wireless system. By today’s standards these are 
a bit flat earth but I do not need the newer all singing, all dancing 
varieties as my main interest is live steam. 
The entire loop around the house was closed on the 24th May with the 
plastic spike being driven at Promontory. However, there was, and still 
is, quite a lot of work to do particularly with respect to levelling certain 
sections of track.  
The entire circuit had to be hoovered to remove leaves and other debris 
that had accumulated between the sleepers. As regards future 
maintenance, keeping the track clear of leaves, seeds and other debris 
and the rails ‘polished’ are clearly two of the biggest challenges likely to 
be faced. 
The first ‘official’ circuit of the NSR was undertaken on the 29th May by 
an Accucraft radio controlled and battery powered model of a Baguley 
Drewry[D1] diesel. Interestingly, the prototype was destined for a sugar 
estate in Mocambique but arising from the Portuguese revolution in 1976 
was never completed. The kit of parts was acquired by the Brecon 
Mountain Railway when Baguley Drewry went out of business. Built in 
the BMR workshops in 1987, the loco was acquired shortly afterwards 
prior to privatisation, by the VOR.  
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The model has been converted to battery powered radio control. The 
transmitter is by RCS of Australia and the speed controller/sound chip 
are by Deltang. The loco is set to 32mm track gauge although it can also 
be regauged to 45mm.  
A Roundhouse radio controlled kit built model, a Lady Anne, was the first 
live steam loco to run on the ‘completed’ line. The transmitter in this 
instance is a Peter Spoerer Model Engineers Omni Tx-3.0 now supplied 
by Fosworks. 
A circuit of the house takes about 6 minutes when running at prototypical 
speed so let’s start at Neal Doon in Glen Tilt, heading west. 

  
Plantation in Glen Tilt viewed from   Eileen Doon & Clydesdale Bank 
Peak of Ben Doon   
The loco in the above photo on the right is a LGB 2071D produced in the 
eighties but upgraded via the fitment of a sound chip by Mike Leppan in 
Cape Town. The prototype on which the model was based is the U-
series of the Zillertal Railway – an Austrian narrow gauge operation.                  
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Works Train pulled by the Baguley Drewry crossing Baker Bridge 

 
Bird’s eye view of works train crossing Fifth Bridge 
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Micaela Joy (Lady Anne) crossing Giva Dam wall pulling a rake of 
freelance Brandbright coaches.. 

 
LGB DSP&PRR traversing the Esses. Viewed from Ben Dover 
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The gates (easterly entrance) to Glen Tilt viewed from top of Ben 
Dover. Pots from a former civilisation. 
A YouTube video by the world’s worst photographer of the LGB Mogul 
negotiating the Esses can be seen at: https://youtu.be/gjvVUPl91WQ 
Sorry steam engines barely mentioned in this review. Next NSR feature 
they will. Promise. 
The end 
 

https://youtu.be/gjvVUPl91WQ

